Background and Significance

Survivorship in CF
The initial description of CF presented patients dying at or shortly after birth due to GI catastrophes or rapid starvation due to combined fat and protein malabsorption. The development of surgical techniques to address meconium ileus, intussusception, volvulus and other related causes of small bowel obstruction along with the advent of pancreatic enzyme replacement shifted the primary cause of death from GI to pulmonary disease. Multiple treatments in addition to pancreatic enzyme therapy led to increasing survival including treatment of pulmonary infections with antibiotics, optimization of other pulmonary therapies, organization of specialized care centers, persistent careful attention to nutrition. All survivorship studies since the introduction of pancreatic enzyme therapy that identify causes of early death in CF identify declining lung function as the key factor, and most of these studies found that increasing APE frequency associated with chronic airway infections was the second major factor leading to early death in CF. Pancreatic enzyme therapy rendered malnutrition a consistent but lesser contributor to worsened survival. The overall effect of improving treatments has been a remarkable improvement in survival in CF. Current median age at death in the United States due to CF has risen to approximately 26 years of age while predicted median survival has hovered for several years in the range of 35-40. Nevertheless, these ages are less than half the expectation of life at birth for Americans.

Airway Inflammation in CF
Chronic infection due to multiple organisms, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, drives lung disease in CF by creating intense but dysfunctional neutrophil-predominant airway inflammation involving mucus plugging, respiratory epithelial cell necrosis and destruction of structural lung components. Acute pulmonary exacerbations (APE) punctuate the clinical course and require hospitalizations for intensive treatment. Improvements in therapy over seven decades include improved broad spectrum antibiotics, mucolysis, P aeruginosa suppression with chronic inhaled antibiotic, and suppression of inflammation. Each new therapy incrementally extended survivorship, but the expanding list of concomitantly administered therapies creates treatment burdens that consume four or more hours daily. Yet, these treatments only slow and do not stop gradual or stepwise loss of lung function. Patients require refined or new therapies with reduced treatment burdens to improve survival and quality-of-life.

Lung Function and APE Measurements in the Development of Therapies for CF
Therapeutic trials for CF performed over the last 40 years have consistently used pulmonary and APE-associated measurements as their major outcomes because these are the two most heavily weighted predictors and therefore surrogates of survival. Alternate day steroid, antibiotics and chest physiotherapy, recombinant human DNase, inhaled tobramycin, hypertonic saline, inhaled aztreonam and ivacaftor all improved lung function and most also reduced APE. Some additional studies found no lung function effect, possibly due to enrollment or follow up time limitations. Use of combination antibiotics rather than a single β-lactam for APE treatment lengthened time to the first subsequent APE while chronic oral azithromycin reduced APE over time. None of these therapies were able to show a change in survival due to the number of patients and limited observation times.
Lung function and APE-associated outcomes vary on a year-to-year basis requiring trials either to continue for extended periods or enroll large numbers of patients to overcome imprecision in reporting therapeutic impacts. Biologically relevant, accurate, reproducible, sensitive and specific biomarkers relating airway inflammation to lung function and frequent APE would energize the assessment of proposed new treatments. A biomarker or biomarker panel that provided prospective, statistically significant predictions of future lung function, APE and especially survival would be a superb surrogate for clinical outcomes of the greatest relevance for evaluating new therapies in CF.

**Potential Biomarkers in CF**

The inflammation in CF airways is not present in healthy controls, thus biomarker candidacy begins with abnormal increases or decreases in biomarker levels compared with normal. Interleukin-(IL)-1β, IL-6, IL-8, mannose-binding lectin and TNF-α are elevated in CF while IL-10 is reduced. Production of IL-2 is increased and IL-8 is increased in circulating T-cells in CF. IL-3, IL-5, regulated on activation, normal T-cell secreted (RANTES) and GM-CSF were differentially expressed in CF patients compared to asthma and acute bacterial pneumonia patients.

Biomarkers associated with key features of disease status represent candidates for being causal agents. Bacterial infections are associated with worsening lung function, and lung function responds to antibiotic therapy, however decline in lung function seems more specifically due to the inflammatory responses. C-reactive protein, immunoglobulins, interferons, interleukins, neutrophil products, other cytokines and chemokines are among the inflammatory signals that are associated with lung disease in CF. A genome wide array search found that transforming growth factor β1 is associated with early severe lung disease. Our interest in HMGB-1 is due to proinflammatory effects associated with cell necrosis, lung disease and sepsis. Recent reports note potential associations in CF.

Biomarkers that predict subsequent key outcomes or survival seem the most likely candidates for being causal for progressive disease. In an observational study, sputum calprotectin levels were associated with shorter and longer times to next APE. Our preliminary studies found two candidate biomarkers able to predict clinical outcomes in CF, HMGB-1 and free NE activity, and additionally yielded one potential marker of APE severity, GM-CSF.

**Novel Predictive Biomarkers in CF**

HMGB-1 plays a critical role shepherding DNA. It facilitates transcription by binding and modifying three dimensional DNA structure and promotes DNA repair. It has multiple other key roles that depend on an extensive array of post-translational modifications. It was first described as a target for neurite outgrowth, demonstrating a major role in development. The receptor for advanced glycation end-products (RAGE) is the key receptor for HMGB-1-mediated neurite growth. However, RAGE is better known for its role in inflammation, and many forms of HMGB-1 are pro-inflammatory signaling agents, including the unmodified nuclear form that is released only after necrosis. Released or secreted HMGB-1 mediates inflammatory arthritis, sepsis, acute lung injury, post-traumatic injury associated coagulopathy and the systemic inflammatory response syndrome. HMGB-1 blocking antibodies reverse arthritis and produce remarkably improved, durable survival despite delayed...
administration following septic shock induced by cecal ligation and puncture.\textsuperscript{73} HMGB-1 was previously identified as associated with APE in CF.\textsuperscript{52} In the CF airway, HMGB-1 attracts neutrophils,\textsuperscript{52} prevents neutrophil efferocytosis\textsuperscript{53} and amplifies the effects of bacterial lipopolysaccharide and cytosine-phosphatidyl-guanosine-DNA constructs.\textsuperscript{74} Soluble RAGE, an antagonist to HMGB-1-RAGE binding, is absent in CF airways, potentiating HMGB-1 mediated inflammation.\textsuperscript{51}

When released by neutrophil degranulation, NE can degrade matrix and damage tissue even in an environment replete with high affinity inhibitors due to transient micro-environmental effects.\textsuperscript{75,76} Unopposed NE activity has long been implicated in pulmonary tissue damage.\textsuperscript{77–79} Enzymatically active or free NE has been found in CF airways and is associated with airway pathology.\textsuperscript{14,80–83} Free NE compromises opsonization, facilitates cellular binding of \textit{Pseudomonas aeruginosa}\textsuperscript{81,84} and promotes IL-8 release and production. NE is implicated in impairment of mucociliary clearance, abnormal airway remodeling and immunity impairments.\textsuperscript{85}

GM-CSF maintains normal alveolar macrophage and innate immune responses to acute \textit{P aeruginosa} pneumonia in mice.\textsuperscript{86} In humans, COPD and asthma severity are associated with GM-CSF levels.\textsuperscript{87} CF airway infections with \textit{P aeruginosa} or \textit{S aureus} elicit increased epithelial GM-CSF secretion\textsuperscript{12} leading to prolonged survival and decreased apoptosis of airway neutrophils.\textsuperscript{58} The resulting increase in airway neutrophils may prolong protease and reactive oxygen species releases.\textsuperscript{10} These airway effects may be most prominent during an APE.

**Specific Aims**

This proposal has the **overall aim** is to discover or confirm specific sputum biomarkers that indicate disease state and predict key clinical events in CF. We plan rigorous patient selection, sample and data collection and data analysis to facilitate secure interpretation.\textsuperscript{89} We propose to test **four specific hypotheses:** (1) HMGB-1 predicts time-to-first APE, (2) high HMGB-1 identifies patients likely to suffer an APE within 6 months, (3) NE predicts decline in FEV\textsubscript{1} % over 2 years and (4) GMCSF measured at APE-onset is associated with the size of the accompanying FEV\textsubscript{1} % decline from stable. To test these hypotheses and validate prior findings,\textsuperscript{56,57} we propose **three specific aims:**

1. Assess the ability of HMGB-1 measured during a clinically stable state to predict time-to-first APE and identify patients most likely to suffer an APE within 6 months.
2. Assess the ability of NE to predict decline in FEV\textsubscript{1} % during up to 2 years of follow up.
3. Assess the association of GMCSF measured at APE-onset with APE-associated FEV\textsubscript{1} % decline.

We will evaluate HMGB-1 and NE as biomarkers that reflect clinical status and predict key outcomes in CF. We will test GM-CSF as an indicator of APE severity. Further, we will consider additional biomarkers as potential predictors of CF outcomes. Validation may identify mechanisms of disease and novel targets for treatment of airway inflammation. Discovery of additional predictive biomarkers will generate new testable hypotheses for mechanisms of disease. The biomarkers may provide new trial endpoints and clinical monitoring tools to improve strategies for preventing APE, pulmonary deterioration and early demise. This proposal answers the call for validated sputum biomarkers that predict disease progression, indicate APE onset and improve outcome measurements.\textsuperscript{30}
**Patient Selection and Enrollment**

**Adult patients may be included** if they are able to give consent and have a confirmed diagnosis of CF and are able to expectorate sputum during a clinic visit. In the opinion of the enrolling investigator, the patient must be clinically stable at the time of enrollment.

**Adult patients will be excluded** if consent cannot be obtained, if they cannot produce sputum or refuse to participate or if they have previously undergone solid organ or bone marrow transplantation or are on immunosuppressive medications beyond oral prednisone (such as methotrexate) or are on Xolair or other immunoglobulin-based medications. A history of a blood or platelet transfusion is not exclusionary. Prisoners, pregnant women and other vulnerable patients are excluded.

**Adolescent patients, aged 12 to 17, may be included** if they are able to give assent with a consenting guardian or parent and have a confirmed diagnosis of CF and have a history of producing sputum even if they have not been able to expectorate a sputum sample for collection, and they are willing to undergo sputum induction during a clinic visit. In the opinion of the enrolling investigator, the patient must be clinically stable at the time of enrollment.

**Adolescent patients will be excluded** if assent and permission cannot be obtained, if they cannot produce sputum or cannot undergo sputum induction or they refuse to participate or if they have previously undergone solid organ or bone marrow transplantation or are on immunosuppressive medications beyond oral prednisone (such as methotrexate) or are on Xolair or other immunoglobulin-based medications. A history of a blood or platelet transfusion is not exclusionary. Prisoners, pregnant women and other vulnerable patients are excluded.

Patients that become prisoners, pregnant or some other vulnerable status after enrollment do not need to be withdrawn from the study because the study is observational and there is no potential for coercive enrollment.

Any patient may be withdrawn at any time from the study by the patient, legal guardian or the investigator. Reporting the reason for withdrawal would be desirable but would not be required.

At the beginning of the study, each participating center will create a list of patients in alphabetical order by last name then first name then middle name as needed that would qualify for inclusion. The Utah center will generate a list of the same length of randomly chosen Eligibility Letters from A to Y for each center. More than one potential patient at a center may share the same Eligibility Letter. Each center will match their list of patients with the list of Eligibility Letters. It is absolutely essential for the sake of successful randomization that the order of patients and the order of Eligibility Letters be unchanged. Successful randomization greatly improves our chance of producing generalizable and believable results.

Each center will be assigned a Selection Letterer from B to Z.

Patients that fulfill inclusion and exclusion criteria will be approached for enrollment if and only if the Eligibility Letter for that patient is earlier in the alphabet than the Selection Letter for
that center.

Example 1: a center receives the Selection Letter of M. A patient receives the Eligibility Letter of B. This patient has a track record in the center of being exceptionally difficult to work with and often misses clinic appointments. This patient is a potential subject, and the Eligibility Letter of B may NOT be changed. A second patient receives the Eligibility Letter X. The second patient is exceptionally good about coming to clinic and participating in studies. This patient is not eligible because X follows M in the alphabet. This patient should not be approached for inclusion, and the Eligibility Letter of X may NOT be changed.

Example 2: Two patients with the same Eligibility Letter of F appear in clinic. The Selection Letter for the clinic is M. Both patients should be approached for enrollment if they both fulfil inclusion and exclusion criteria. Both patients agree to participate. Unique Study ID Numbers are obtained from REDCap for the patients, and the respective numbers are used on all specimen containers for the patients.

Example 3: a patient with an Eligibility Letter of F comes to clinic, and he or she fulfills all inclusion and exclusion criteria, and the site has a Selection Letter of K. This patient should be approached for enrollment.

Example 4: a patient without an Eligibility Letter comes to clinic and fulfills all inclusion and exclusion criteria. This patient should NOT be approached for enrollment.

Example 5: a patient with an Eligibility Letter of K comes to clinic, and the site has a Selection Letter of K; this patient should NOT be approached for enrollment.

Example 6: the day after a patient is not enrolled because his or her Eligibility Letter of M was later in the alphabet than the center’s Selection Letter of L, the Interim Enrollment analysis is done and the Selection Letter is changed to N. DO NOT call the patient back for enrollment. That patient should be approached at the next clinic visit.
Study Design and Procedures

Randomization
The generation of Eligibility Letters includes randomization of patients for potential inclusion in this observational study prior to clinic. At the beginning of the study, each site will create a list of potential participants in alphabetical order by last name, then first name, then middle name. The Utah center will provide a list of random Eligibility Letters of equal length that will be matched to the list of potential participants by each site. None of the names on the list may be moved and none of the Eligibility Letters may be exchanged prior to matching the lists of names and Eligibility Letters. Each site must maintain their list of patients and matched Eligibility Letters for the duration of the study to allow data monitoring but also maintain patient confidentiality for patients that are not enrolled.

Illustration: Monitoring will occur during the study. The Utah center will visit sites and include a check of the success of randomization. The Utah center will generate a list of enrolled patients and their respective Eligibility Letters for each site based on data submitted via the REDCap system. Site personnel will be asked to verify the Utah list against the local site list of patients and Eligibility Letters.

Selection Letters and enrollment will be reviewed after the first month and then quarterly. At these times Selection Letters may be changed to adjust each site's enrollment rate as needed.

Study ID Number
The Study ID Number will be the number associated with the enrolled patient and will be obtained through REDCap. Click the link to “Add/Edit Records”, then “Add new record”. A unique Study ID will be assigned to this patient. This Study ID Number is the number that should be used to label all samples and study data.

Duration of Follow Up
All patients will be followed for a minimum of one year after enrollment. The first patient enrolled in the overall study will be followed for up to two years. The study observation period ends one year after enrollment of the last patient in the study or two years after the enrollment of the first patient, whichever comes later.

Sputum Collections
First sputum collection
After written informed consent, stable patients, as determined by the investigator, will provide samples within 48 hours of a clinic visit. Ideally, the study sample will be collected in a tube concurrently with any clinical sample. Adult patients will provide sputum via expectoration. Adolescent patients may undergo sputum induction if this is an existing option for standard clinical practice. Patients will be given two tubes and will cough into each one, alternating tubes with each cough. If insufficient sputum is collected for study purposes, it is permissible for patients to return to clinic within 48 hours to provide a sample. Samples should be labeled Sample 1 with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection.
For the first sputum collection, sputum induction is not allowed for adults because the primary endpoints of the study depend on measurements of HMGB-1 from expectorated sputum. There is a technical issue in that HMGB-1 may not be measurable under high salt conditions which would cripple our ability to complete the primary aim of the study. Accordingly, patients should not be given hypertonic saline as a treatment during clinic before sputum collection. Hypertonic saline treatment at home prior to coming to clinic is not a problem.

If a patient that appears eligible for enrollment no-shows or cancels a clinic visit, the study coordinator may make one contact with the patient to encourage rescheduling the visit. Patients must be seen in clinic to be enrolled in the study.

**Second sputum collection**
Immediately after diagnosis of the first acute pulmonary exacerbation (defined below, APE) following enrollment, a sputum will be collected from each enrolled patient. There is a 48 hour window for collection to allow for communication delays if a patient is hospitalized from an Emergency Department after hours or during a weekend. However, this means that Friday evening admissions will need to be collected by Sunday evening; waiting until Monday (72 hours) may be too long, and the effects of antibiotic or other treatments may cloud the interpretation of our biomarker measurement results. We prefer sample collection as close to the time of diagnosis as possible, most preferably within an hour or two. For adolescent and adult patients that cannot produce expectorated sputum, sputum induction is allowed provided that this is an existing option for standard clinical practice. Samples should be labeled Sample 2 with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection. If no sample can be collected for some reason when a patient suffers an APE, we still need the data collection form filled out. We anticipate that some patients will not have an APE at all by the end of the trial, thus no APE sample may be collected.

**Third Sputum Sample**
Eight weeks ± 4 weeks after APE onset, at a clinic follow up visit, a sputum sample should be collected and the patient's clinical status noted as stable, mild APE or APE. For adolescent and adult patients that cannot produce expectorated sputum, sputum induction is allowed provided that this is an existing option for standard clinical practice. Samples should be labeled Sample 3 with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection. If a sample cannot be collected, the data collection form should still be completed.

**Fourth Sputum Sample**
A fourth and final sample should be collected at the next regular appointment after sample 3 or at the next APE, whichever comes first. For adolescent and adults that cannot produce expectorated sputum, sputum induction is allowed provided that this is an existing option for standard clinical practice. Samples should be labeled Sample 4 with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection. If a sputum sample cannot be collected, the data collection form should still be completed.

**Patients without APE following enrollment**
As mentioned above, some patients will not have an APE during the year after enrollment. For these patients, a second and final sample should be obtained around the 1 year point following
enrollment. Samples should be labeled Sample 4 with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection. For adolescent and adult patients that cannot produce expectorated sputum, sputum induction is allowed. For these patients, follow up should continue until the end of the study. If one of these patients has an APE during the second year of follow up, a sputum sample should be collected and treated like a Second Sputum Sample. However, to avoid confusion, the sample should be labeled Sample 5 with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection.

**Patients with respiratory arrest or failure with intubation and mechanical ventilation**
We hope that few if any enrolled patients will present with an APE and need intubation and mechanical ventilation. Sputum samples may still be collected from these patients via tracheal aspirate within 48 hours of APE diagnosis. These samples should be labeled Sample 2, 3, 4 or 5 as appropriate with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection.

**Patients with respiratory failure and non-invasive mechanical ventilation**
We equally hope that few if any enrolled patients will present with an APE in respiratory failure require non-invasive mechanical ventilation. Sputum collection in these patients may be difficult or increase the risk of requirement for intubation and mechanical ventilation. The investigator should exercise caution and discretion in obtaining any sputum samples. These samples should be labeled Sample 2, 3, 4 or 5 as appropriate with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection.

Sputum samples should be processed according to the Sputum Processing Instructions. Samples will be frozen after processing at each site and batch-shipped. A small amount of processed sputum will be retained by each site as a physical back up collection of sputum.

**Definitions**

**Clinically Stable:**
- No increase in symptoms
- No objective findings of an APE (see below)
- At PI discretion for borderline cases

**Acute Pulmonary Exacerbation** (APE):
- One or more subjective acute symptoms (in addition to chronic symptoms or above patient’s baseline)
  - Increased sputum, cough, dyspnea
  - Chest pain or tightness
  - Hemoptysis, fever, chills, arthralgias, fatigue
- One or more objective acute findings
  - 10% drop in FEV₁ or FVC
  - Temp > 38.4 C
  - Witness hemoptysis greater than 100 mL per episode
  - SaO₂ < 90% or PaO₂ < 60 mm Hg despite usual oxygen
  - For adolescents a drop in SaO₂ of 5% (for example, 97% to 92%)
  - Increased supplemental oxygen
  - Unplanned weight loss ≥ 5% of baseline body weight over 3 months
Respiratory arrest or failure requiring mechanical ventilation regardless of other criteria
At PI discretion for borderline cases or for cases with serious findings not included here

If a patient is not stable, but does not fulfill criteria for an APE, classify the patient as **Mild APE**. These patients will either lack symptoms or lack objective findings. Investigators will report Mild APE. Potential study patients with Mild APE should not be enrolled. If Mild APE is present at the first post-APE visit, Sputum Sample 3 should still be collected. This sample should be labeled Sample 3 with the patient's unique Study ID Number and date of collection.

**Scenarios for Sputum Collections associated with an APE**

*Example 7:* A patient complains of increased shortness of breath and new chest tightness, but no objective findings are present. This patient is classified as having a mild APE. The investigator or research coordinator should not enroll this patient in the study, but the patient is eligible for enrollment at a future clinic visit if he or she is stable at that time.

*Example 8:* A patient already enrolled in the study complains of increased shortness of breath and new chest tightness, and has a temperature of 38.2. This is the first visit since enrollment. The patient is classified as having a mild APE. The investigator or research coordinator completes an APE reporting form but does not collect a sputum sample.

*Example 9:* An enrolled patient complains of increased shortness of breath and new chest tightness, and has a temperature of 38.2. This patient is classified as having a mild APE using strict criteria. However the physician feels that the patient appears toxic and finds a blood pressure that is somewhat low compared to that patient's usual BP. Because of the investigator's option concerning other serious findings, the investigator decides to classify this as an APE. The investigator or research coordinator completes an APE reporting form. If this is the first APE following enrollment, Sputum Sample 2 is collected and the sputum collection form is completed.

*Example 10:* An enrolled patient has an SaO\(_2\) of 88% but denies all symptoms. This patient is classified as having a mild APE. The investigator or research coordinator completes an APE reporting form.

*Example 11:* An enrolled patient appears at the Emergency Department for a participating institution and has respiratory arrest, undergoes intubation and begins mechanical ventilation. This patient is classified as having an APE. The investigator or research coordinator completes an APE reporting form. Tracheal aspiration of sputum is performed as part of ventilator associated care. Sputum from tracheal aspiration is collected and submitted along with a sputum collection form.

*Example 12:* An enrolled patient appears at the Emergency Department for a participating institution and has near-respiratory arrest and begins non-invasive mechanical ventilation via bi-level positive airway pressure (BiPAP). The patient is unable to tolerate any time off BiPAP. This patient is classified as having an APE. The investigator or research coordinator completes an APE reporting form. Sputum collection is not performed unless the primary purpose of sputum production is airway clearance for patient care and NOT the study. In close cooperation
with the patient’s care team, a sputum sample may be collected within 48 hours of admission as a byproduct of airway clearance for clinical care. If a sample is collected, a sputum collection form is completed.

In case of doubt, consultation with Drs. Liou or Sagel is requested, but decisions regarding stable state or APE state are to be made by the investigator seeing the patient at the time of clinic visit.

**Sample Analysis**

We will assay HMGB-1 with commercially available antibodies (R&D Systems Inc., Minneapolis, MN) and published ELISA methods in Utah. GMCSF, GCSF, IFN-α, IL-1β, IL-5, IL-8, IL-17 and potentially other candidate biomarkers will be assayed by multiplex ELISA (Searchlight, Aushon, Billerica, MA). We will transport aliquots of sputum fractions for all patients to the Center for Biochemical Markers at Children's Hospital Colorado to provide an off-site duplicate sample repository protected by redundant power and alarms. NE, proteinase-3 and cathepsin-G activities and protease inhibitory activities will be assessed in Colorado by active site titration with spectrofluorometric measurements using proteinase specific orthoaminobenzoyl-peptidyl-N-(2,4-dintrophenyl) ethylene-diamine fluorescence resonance energy transfer substrates similar to methods we used previously. Calprotectin will be assayed by stand-alone ELISA in Colorado. Transport of frozen aliquoted samples to Colorado or Aushon will be done by courier to avoid disastrous losses.

**Data Collection**

We will record demographics, CF Registry number, smoking status, lung function performed in accordance with ATS standards, prior-year APE and hospitalizations, questions regarding sleep, nutrition, dyspnea, pain, pregnancy, date of last menstruation, vital signs, historic and current microbiology including bacterial, atypical mycobacterial, viral, and fungal results and current treatments (especially anti-inflammatory), simultaneously with sputum collections. Participation in any other trial at any time during our study will be noted along with the nature of the trial (observational or interventional). Data will be collected at clinic visits, APE admissions, follow-up clinic visits, death or lung transplant listing and actual transplant and at the end of the study. The new data will have the quality and statistical power to give strong confirmation of the previous findings and, we hope, to give totally new insights.

We will collect, manage and store data in the Biomedical Research Informatics Service Core (BRISC) using the Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) system. REDCap enables in-line validation to minimize transcription errors and provides real-time notifications of data submission thus allowing immediate central monitoring and feedback. The system is compliant with 21 CFR 11 and 45 CFR 46 regarding protection of human subjects and data management. Data are stored within the U of Utah Center for High Performance Computing virtual machine protected space. Access to data requires an encrypted secure socket layer (SSL) connection, a standard capability of all modern web browsers. Data access (project, data collection instrument) creation, edits and other changes are logged by user ID, time stamp and project. These logs are permanently retained by the REDCap system. Databases are backed up every 2 hours, nightly, weekly and monthly with each level encompassed by the next. Monthly backups are removed to off site storage as part of the BRISC disaster recovery plan. A portable document format sample REDCap data entry eCRF is included in the Appendix. We plan to review newly collected data on a daily basis and make corrections immediately in order to
maximize data accuracy.

**Statistical Analysis Plan**

**Data Security to Enable Reliable Interpretation**

Following study initiation at each MWCFC site, we plan interim analyses within 6 months to identify and correct center specific biases in particular. We will assay up to the first 10 samples per participating site. Assay results for patients within each center will be evaluated by summary statistics and ANOVA to identify centers with high variation between similar stable patients. Linear regression of FEV$_1\%$ by each biomarker result will be performed including a categorical variable denoting each CF center. Center-specific bias will be identified if the center category variable is statistically significant.

At the end of sputum and data collection, HMGB-1 ELISA, multiplex ELISA assays and protease activity assays will each be performed in a single batch to eliminate batch-to-batch variations.

**Main statistical analyses**

**Specific Aim 1:** Assess the ability of HMGB-1 measured during a clinically stable state to predict time-to-first APE and identify patients most likely to suffer an APE within 6 months.

**Testing hypothesis 1 (first part):** HMGB-1 predicts time-to-first APE. We will perform univariate proportional hazards modeling of time-to-first APE with each biomarker measured in the enrollment, clinically stable-state sputum samples. All biomarkers with a $p$-value $< 0.2$ will be included in multivariate modeling with backward selection procedures. We will evaluate successive interim models by considering maximum log likelihood. The final interim candidate model will be subjected to forward selection procedures to reduce the possibility that order of elimination caused mistaken removal of a biomarker and to evaluate any associations with clinical covariates such as age, gender, lung function, airway infections, anti-inflammatory treatments, collection season, MWCFC site or other clinical parameter at the time of sputum collection. Inclusion of other potential biomarkers, cytokines or proteinase activities, with backwards selection will allow us to test whether HMGB-1 alone is sufficient to predict time-to-first APE as we found in our preliminary data. We are particularly interested in the possibility that calprotectin will remain in the model after backward selection due to the similarity with HMGB-1 of predictive ability for time-to-first APE.

**Testing hypothesis 2:** high HMGB-1 identifies patients likely to suffer an APE within 6 months. Using subsequent diagnosis of an APE within 6 months as the clinical discriminator, we will perform receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) evaluation of each biomarker and selected clinical covariates. For each ROC curve generated, we will calculate the area under the curve (AUC or accuracy) and its 95% confidence interval by sampling covariate data with replacement and bootstrapping with 1000 iterations.

**Specific Aim 2:** Assess the ability of NE to predict decline in FEV$_1\%$ during up to 2 years of follow up.

**Testing hypothesis 3:** NE predicts decline in FEV$_1\%$ over 2 years. We will calculate the actual fall in FEV$_1\%$, and the rate of decline using linear regression and linear mixed effects regression. Using these values as the outcomes, we will perform univariate linear regression modeling with NE and the other biomarkers. We will perform multivariate linear regression starting with all biomarkers with $p < 0.2$ and apply backward selection procedures, evaluating...
successive models with maximum log likelihoods. Eliminated covariates and clinical covariates will be assessed by forward selection methods as above.

**Specific Aim 3:** Assess the association of GMCSF measured at APE-onset with APE-associated FEV₁% drop.

**Testing hypothesis 4:** GMCSF measured at APE-onset is associated with APE-associated declines in FEV₁% from stable clinical states. Recruitment projections suggest that we are likely to enroll about 100 patients that have an APE within one year. Within 2 years, it is likely that the number of APE among unique individuals will meet or exceed the sample size calculated above. For patients with APE, we will calculate the acute declines in FEV₁% compared to the values obtained at study enrollment and the most recent stable-state clinic visit. We will examine biomarker measurements obtained at enrollment in the stable state, obtained simultaneously with the APE and changes in biomarker measurements between stable and APE states. We will use univariate linear regression to evaluate associations between acute decline in FEV₁% and biomarkers. We previously found that IL-5 was a significant independent predictor of FEV₁% decline. Thus, we will perform multivariate analysis as described in the two prior specific aims with backwards and forward selection procedures to see if the relationships between GM-CSF and IL-5 with FEV₁% decline persist. Modeling will demonstrate whether other biomarkers are contributory.

Accomplishing our specific aims will validate our prior discoveries or add new biomarkers to the list of predictive and therefore potentially causal agents for inflammation. The size of the trial combined with the effort to reduce biases and improve interpretability suggests that we have the potential to make new biomarker discoveries. Validation of our discoveries will confirm new insights into the pathophysiology and direct mechanistic investigations of airway inflammation. Validated biomarkers will be of great use in providing surrogate markers of therapeutic efficacy for new potential agents. Confirmation of one or more biomarkers that report on severity of an APE potentially provides a new tool for assessing and optimizing acute APE therapies. The careful clinical annotation of the collected samples will allow future investigations with high likelihood of reliable interpretation thus promising additional high value results beyond those specifically sought in this proposal.

**Data Monitoring**
This is an observational study and represents minimal risk to subjects. A Data Safety Monitoring Board is not required.

On site data monitoring and source document verification will be performed. Sputum processing techniques will be observed for accuracy in following the processing instructions. Veracity of sample labeling will be confirmed.

An advisory committee has been established composed of three distinguished outside scientists familiar with lung disease, biomarker research, statistical methods and cystic fibrosis.
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